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A compilation of songs and sketches held together by ‘news’ items in the style of The Two 
Ronnies made for an entertaining production for your latest show. 
 
The smallish cast combined well together - and the material seemed to be very evenly 
distributed, which of course is the advantage of this type of show compared to a traditional 
‘book’ show. 
 
Ladies Night was the opening number performed by the cast with lead vocals from Neil 
Edwards and Claire Webb, who I felt needed a little more power in her voice. 
 
The first of the Two Ronnies Sketches was well performed by both Norma Kelly and Loraine 
Ratcliff - both ladies showed good timing and pronunciation. 
 
I enjoyed all The Two Ronnies interludes but felt all probably contained one item too many 
and may have worked better being slightly shorter. 
 
There definitely needed to be some music between the scene changes as the momentum of 
the show ground to a halt with the scene changes - either that or possibly a narrator - I am 
not sure whether this was an option that you considered ? 
 
Neil Edwards sang well in Islands In The Stream and Billie Duchesne made a good stab at the 
Dolly Parton role but I wasn’t convinced this was an ideal song for Billie’s voice. 
 
I Could’ve Danced All Lunchtime was well performed by all concerned particularly the lady 
with the many jobs ! 
 
Hey Mr DJ was a good number - making a good use of the stage area with good vocals from 
Cara Turner and some good lighting effects in this scene. 
 
Big Spender was well performed by the quartet of ladies and I enjoyed the Gerald The 
Gorilla sketch which was nicely done by all concerned and a good gorilla costume on 
display. 
 
The interval refreshments were expertly handled by your front of house team who were all 
very efficient and friendly with a very nice platter of food on offer. 
 
Crazy Chick was well performed by Tara Wright and Billie Duchesne whose voices combined 
well together and it made for a lively start to Act 2. I was equally impressed with 
Temptation - nice choreography, strong vocals and a good overall sound - well done. 
 
The Grocery Shop was acted well by Norma Kelly and Joy Duchesne but to be honest the 
material wasn’t that strong - in my opinion of course and I felt this sketch did drag a little. 
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Proud May was well performed by Elaine Denny and backing singers and that led into The 
Family Curse which for me was the best performed sketch of the evening. Very funny and 
James Close made the most of his dramatic key part in the sketch ! 
 
(Something) Inside So Strong was a great ensemble number with plenty of energy - good 
opening vocals and some particularly effective lighting effects during this number. 
 
The show finished with Land Of a 1000 Dances which was an effective ending. 
 
Many congratulations to Mel Schmidt for all her hard work in putting the show together and 
for her hard work in directing the show including the choreography assisted by Billie 
Duchesne. 
 
Thanks for the invitation and the kind hospitality shown on the evening.  
 
Good luck with your next show - Jack And The Beanstalk which I look forward to seeing in 
December.   
  
 
Best Wishes 
 
 
David Stewart 
NODA Regional Representative 
District 19, South East Region 


